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1 X smartBONDH
1 X USB-C Charging Cable
1 X User Manual
1 X Certificate of Conformity

Inside the Box

YOUR 
YOUR



smartBONDH: 
redefining water droplets

3-minute magic purification
Count to 180 while our UV-C sterilization offsets 
all harmful bacteria and viruses. Sip fresh and 
clean, odor-free convenience at every instant.

USB rechargeable
Fueled by a rechargeable lithium-polymer 
battery, with having maximum life of 1-month 
and conveniently recharges with the most 
universal USB-C cable. 

Intelligent hydration
Stay actively hydrated by activating the 
90-minute drinking alarm to ensure a good 
intake of fresh and clean water. 

Reliable vaccum insulated stainless steel
Resilient double-walled, electropolished 
stainless steel keeps your water hot for 24 hours 
and cold for 12 hours. 

Each mood has a color
Beautifully crafted colors that display 
smartBONDH’s status, adding smart aesthetics 
to your drinking game. 

Know-it-all
Keep yourself ahead of the liquid’s extreme 
conditions by knowing its state inside the 
smartBONDH. No more burnt tongues or sore 
throats.



Drink smartly with a few simple taps

Double Tap the home button to activate
90-minute intelligent hydration.
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Hold the home button for 2 seconds to 
activate magic purification - UV 

sterilization filters 99% of bacteria.

180s
UV

Tap the home button to wake up 
smartBONDH. Once awake, smartBONDH 

will display the temperature of liquid inside.
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Smart aesthetics for your
smart droplets
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Water is Hot when
61~99  °Celsius.

smartBONDH is 
Reminding to Drink.

Water is Room Temperature
when 37~61 °Celsius.

Water is Cold when 
0~37 °Celsius.

smartBONDH  is
Self-cleaning.

smartBONDH  is
Charging.

Amber BlueDeep Red

Scarlet Red

Mint GreenSierra Blue

Cyber Yellow



Specifications for Nerds

Charging voltage: 5V
Charging current: 0.4A
Charging time: 3 hours

Battery capacity: 800mAh
Battery Life: 30 Days
Battery Counts: 60 times

UVC wavelength: 260~280nm

Type-C USB Charging Port

Capacity: 500ml

Material: 316 Stainless Steel

Weight: 10.3 ounces

Size: 24.5 x 7 x 5.8 (cm)

Insulation: Double-Walled

Smart Thermos Holding -

Hot water up to 24 hours

Cold water up to 12 hours



Warnings and Cautions

Please read your smartBONDH instruction manual 
thoroughly prior to use. Improper operation may 
cause personal injury or damage smartBONDH.

Your smartBONDH contains waterproof materials 
and precision components. Do not tamper or 
disassemble them.

Your smartBONDH bottle and cap should be used 
exclusively together. Do not use or turn on the bottle 
cap with an alternative bottle. The cap should only 
be activated once firmly screwed on to your 
smartBONDH. 

For complete safety and efficacy, you should not 
attempt use of the UV purification system with 
bottles other than the smartBONDH. The efficacy 
of the UV water purification has only been tested 
with the smartBONDH. smartBONDH cannot 
guarantee the UV’s effectiveness when used with 
alternative bottle designs that have not been fully 
tested or evaluated. 

If your smartBONDH or any component of it 
malfunctions or fails to perform as expected, stop 
using smartBONDH immediately. Do not open or 
attempt to repair your smartBONDH or any of it’s 
components. 

Ultraviolet radiations can be harmful to your skin 
and eyes. Do not look directly at the UV light. 



smartBONDH is not suitable or intended 
for use by children. smartBONDH contains 

small parts and may otherwise be 
hazardous to children (under 3 years old). 

Keep smartBONDH and any dangerous 
equipment, including those using 

batteries, out of the reach of children.

Important!

The UV-C light is a high voltage device. Do not open, 
expose, modify or touch internal circuitry as this can 
lead to high voltage shock. Removal or tampering 
with the electronic circuit board of UV-C light 
assembly may cause injury or damage to the user or 
smartBONDH, and will void all warranties.

To prevent danger or shock hazard, keep and store  
smartBONDH away from rain or liquid. Do not use the 
charger near water: for example, near a bathtub, 
washbowl, kitchen sink, laundry tub, or swimming 
pool. 

Clean the outside of smartBONDH with a clean, moist 
cloth. Never use any strong cleaning sprays or fluids, 
or similar chemicals on smartBONDH . 

Do not remove smartBONDH’s cap while a purifying 
cycle is in progress. If the cap is removed during a 
purifying cycle without first canceling, 
smartBONDH’s automatic safety protocols will 
cancel the cycle and turn off the UV-C light to avoid 
any harm from contact with UV light to eyes or skin. 



Your Bottle. Your Impact. 

100% of our profits are reinvested into 
innovative clean water projects by 
Bondh-E-Shams INC.

Every $2 gives clean water to one person 
for a full year using the Solar Water Box - a 
turnkey, transportable water filtration 
system.

Bondh E Shams (Urdu for “water droplets 
from the sun”) started in 2014 as a 
water-tech charity, with a vision to end the 
global water crisis in our lifetime. Since 
then, we have served more than 50 million 
cups of clean water to last-mile communi-
ties around the world. 



These include off-grid villages in Pakistan 
and South Sudan, war-affected regions in 
Yemen and Afghanistan, and the Rohingya 
refugee camps in Cox’s Bazaar, Bangladesh.

Awards and Recognition



With this smartBONDH purchase, you have 
become part of the fight for a better 
tomorrow by funding more life-saving 
water projects. 

As a special treat, we have developed a 
unique Impact Tracking Portal that allows 
our donors to visualize and track their 
impact in real-time. 

Bondh-E-Shams clean water projects  
contribute to the following UN Sustainable 
Development Goals:

03
Good Health & Well Being

06
Clean Water & Sanitation

07
Affordable & Clean Energy

13
Climate Action & Benefits



5 Countries

50,000,000+
Cups of Clean Water
already provided

Pakistan, South Sudan, Yemen, 
Bangladesh, Afghanistan

Scan the QR code to 
register your email address 
and begin tracking your 
impact.

YOUR
 MONITORED

LIVE



Shop smartBONDH here

Made in China

smart


